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Italy: This week only Vercelli’s market officially listed one single paddy rice variety the Indica at a 

price of €300/MT. However, it would seem that the reality is a little different and that it would be 

sold between €310/MT and €320/MT. Yesterday at Novara market it was €310/MT with a 90-days 

payment and €320/MT with a 120-days payment. 

Very few samples were seen on the market, the few ones of round grain were not nice with a low 

yield of approx. 53/kg but those are the first ones so it is not representative of the whole crop. 

 

At the beginning of the week, we were hoping that the farmers would cut on Monday but 

unfortunately, it seems that rain is expected next week for the whole week. This could change the 

forecast for paddy prices in the blink of an eye, especially for Indica.  

 

Taking into account what has been said above, the prices in the following tables, prices obtained 

during the week, generally for small quantities and for short loading term, are indicative. We will 

have to wait until a large part of the new crop rice is cut to have a better idea of the prices. 

 
 

1. Paddy’s situation      

Products Prices in € - VAT 4% included Tendency Yield 

  min.      per MT     max.    Prix p. 100 kg. 

Carnaroli 

Caravaggio /Karnak/Carnise,etc  n.q    

Vialone Nano  n.q    

Arborio-Volano and Telemaco n.q    

Loto     n.q    

Augusto   n.q    

Nemesis n.q    

Luna  n.q    

Dardo, Ronaldo  n.q    

Crono  n.q    

Gloria    n.q    

St.Andrea   500    

Roma   (Barrone)  n.q    

Baldo  (Cammeo)  n.q    

Selenio  n.q    

Balilla n.q    

Centauro n.q    

Sole  300   53 

Indica 310 320  60 
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2. ORGANIC White rice 5% - en BB on one way pallets   

Products Prices in € Tendency Period of 

  Per MT Prices delivery 

Indica white      

Round White      

Indica Parboiled      

 

3. White Rice 2° max. 5% brokens 

indicatives prices in waiting to define 

quality 

 

(Day’s   quotations) 

 

 

  

Products Prices in € Tendency Period of  

  Per MT Prices delivery 

Rond max.1.5% défauts Selenio     

Rond max.1.5% défauts Generico 490 500  10-11 

Carnaroli      

Baldo / Cammeo premium quality €890-

€940    

 

Loto / Loto types     

Ribe / Long A     

Roma / Barrone     

Arborio, Volano 850   10-11 

Sant'Andrea        

INDICA  530   10-11 

INDICA 15% brokens 520   10-11 

 

4. Rice  parboiled   max. 5%  brokens     

Products Prices in € Tendency Period of 

  Per MT Prices delivery 

Type Ariete/  Ribe     

Other long A (Nemesis, Dardo)     

INDICA   580 590  10-11 

 

5. White rice brokens          

Products Prix en € Tendance Période de 

  en to/m Prix Livraison 

Breweries Brokens   350 360   

Mezzagrana Japonica    360 380   

Corpetto/Corpettone    380 390   

Rejects Parboiled   300    

Broken white Indica      

Broken Indica Parboiled sortexed     

Brok.Indica Parboiled no-sortexed 330    

 

Those are INDICATIVE prices per metric ton – in bulk – ex work. 

To get firm prices, please send us a detailed request. 
 

Best regards  OWG – Tapex Sàrl 

 Sabrina Ruchet 


